Polaris ranger forums

They are our passionate experts - men and women who live, breathe, and think outdoors every
day. Built to work hard and play hard â€” the full-size RANGER line has the performance, ride
and handling to tackle the toughest jobs with get-it-done work ethic. Built for industry-leading
power and capability, to tackle any job and any trail. Special Editions. Purpose built models with
industry-leading capabilities for specific applications, all available in 3-Seat and CREW. Built for
enhanced capability with 29" tires, high clearance arched A-Arms, and self-leveling suspension.
Transport up to six passengers to the job site, cabin or hunting blind and share the off-road
experience with friends and family while enjoying the legendary smooth ride. Built with the
ultimate combination of price and performance to conquer your UTV needs, with room for 6 to
share the ride. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Compare Models. Built for
refined comfort and excellent value, to work all day. Built for power and value in a compact
package, to work and play harder. Built for unmatched quality, performance and value, with
comfort for 3. Built with the ultimate combination of price and performance to conquer your UTV
needs. Built for the biggest Texas ranch jobs with premium refinements and performance.
Available in select states only. Built for power and value in a compact package, with room for 4
to share the ride. Built for unmatched quality, performance, and value, with room for 6 to share
the ride. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name?
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Polaris Ranger vs , PM. For my intended purpose, either of these machines will work. The
differences are the larger motor in the and available EPS. Anyone have experience with either?
Is EPS necessary? Tags: None. Well, I had a for 18 years. I thought that size was fine for what I
did. I asked around, talked with some folks. I think I still have a thread on here from the July
time frame. Did some digging on my own and the overwhelming answer was go bigger. So, I test
drove several sizes and manufactures. They are all nice compared to my old machine. I chose a
with EPS and I don't regret it one bit. It is an awesome machine. It has already exceeded my
expectations given all the work I have done with it and I have had some fun with it too. My old
machine had Armstrong steering and it was ok but EPS is really nice, really nice. Of course
bigger costs more. Like my buddy says, you can't take it with you and he has never seen a
Brinks truck in a funeral procession either. You work hard for your money, get what you want
and what makes you happy. So I did. I got mine with a Cab on it and oh man has that paid off
this fall and winter. We have really had a lot of rain and snow and I don't mind it when I'm in my
Polaris now. My neighbor has a and runs it up and down the road and farm. Nothing to
strenuous with it. He likes it and gets along fine with it. I think Camohunter has a if I remember
right. He would be a good contact to talk with if your set on that size. Lots of reviews online too.
In the end, get what feels right to you and don't settle because one is a few dollars more or less.
You will most likely have this investment for awhile and want to get the most out of it and enjoy
doing so in the process. Keep us posted. Comment Post Cancel. Sarge Are you looking at Full
Size 3 seaters or the smaller two seaters? The XP that I have has the profit style cab. The would
do around 40 mph and the will do 50 mph. I haven't really gotten the into alot of mud but the
went through anything I threw it in. I build a bed extension out of aluminum and wood that I
slide on and run long bolts through the bed to attach and it gets me about " more of hauling
space. If budget is a concern on whether getting EPS, I would test drive both and see if there is
a big difference. After having the first unit without doors and a back windshield and the new unit
with one, I would choice the doors and back windshield over EPS along with aftermarket tires if
money is tight. Being able to go down a road or field at a high speed in 10 degree weather and
wind and not feel anything is awesome. Send me a message if you have other questions and I'll
try to answer if I have experience in them. Last edited by CamoHunter ; , PM. Thanks for the
replys. The weather up here will not permit any test driving for a couple of days. I found the
manual steering on the pretty easy on the showroom floor just sitting in it. I wonder how much
harder it becomes with 4-wheel drive. There are a couple of leftover 's with EPS and I'm working
on pricing today. Does anyone put on the rear mud guards to keep the engine bay clean? Qac
commented. The steering is not terrible in 4 wheel. The only time I found it was a bit difficult
was maneuvering in tight spots in the timber. The EPS is just a nice feature that enhances the
vehicle. I have not had rear mud guards. As far as getting the engine compartment dirty, well,
yes it gets dirty. I have had no issues with spraying mine out if it happens. These vehicles are
made to work and play in the rugged conditions and can be cleaned up pretty easy too. Never
had any issues doing it. Finally I took the plunge and bought one I searched for months for a
good used one on Craiglist, dealer websites, and auction billings. I was surprised at how much
the prices were on the used ones across the board. I couldn't beat the overall deal on this one. It
isn't the biggest or fastest dog in the neighborhood, but it is the one that works for me. Hard to
beat Kawasaki's 3-year warranty. Come to find out that it is manufactured and assembled in
Nebraska. Attached Files. Nicapopolis commented. We want one, but with buying a tractor this

year I guess we can wait. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Available in two trims,
upgrade to the Ultimate for industry-exclusive Ride Command technology, all-new refined LED
headlights, bigger 29" tires providing more clearance to navigate tough terrain, a tip out
windshield, and more for even greater comfort and capability. Now available in Premium and
Ultimate trims, upgrade to the Ultimate trim for industry-exclusive Ride Command, all-new LED
headlights, all-new 29" tires, power windows, a tip out windshield, and more for even greater
comfort, convenience, and capability. The cc ProStar engine cranks out 82 HP for best-in-class
2, lb towing and 1, lb payload capacity. Take on the rough stuff with a full-body skid plate and a
massive front bumper delivering maximum protection. Upgrade your ride even further with
factory-installed packages or by adding from the industry-leading Polaris Engineered
Accessories. All pricing, specifications, claims, and information contained on this website are
based upon current knowledge available at time of publication and are subject to change
without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications.
Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions on this website.
Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. I must say I am quite disappointed. Lots of
power, handles nice, but extremely unreliable. Belt and clutch went at 52 hours. Now at
approximately hours, I had a code. Clean the plugs, I was told. Changed the plugs and nothing
improved. Then a code appears for the crank shaft position sensor. This makes more sense
than plugs. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Fordman62 from Better than the first one I was
looking for a new ranger that had to be in the camo pattern. After reviewing the and the I
decided on the I purchased the Ranger premium. I already owned a ranger Unit would drop out
of high gear. Went back in for this issue and took 5 days to get back from the shop. I had them
install a roof, windshield and rear window upon new, which the windshield leaks. Had 2 order
the parts for this repair and sent them to me to install. Unit went back in to dealership 4 weeks
still don't have it back nor a fix day. Also unit is showing rust on the suspension arms and
never seen salt. A very big disappointment when you bought new and pay this kid of money for
the unit. Rated 4 out of 5 by Hunter from Ranger is good except It seems to me the Ranger
needs a better electrical system that would handle the load of 4 cube lights and a light bar.
These lights are LED and should not be getting hot and drawing so much power. The other
issue is the radio sucks. When you pay this much for a something you would expect everything
to work. My dealer has been great trying to deal with the issues but Polaris needs to step up and
figure it out. Rated 5 out of 5 by Bright Red from Best side x side on the market. The big
complaint is that we can't buy these "street legal". No side mirrors on the doors. In many places
in America it is legal to drive off road vehicles on public roads when they have the right
equipment and proper license. It is real convenient to be able to just drive the Ranger to the
local state forest. I sure wish Polaris would recognize this and sell street legal versions, eh? I
am giving it 5 Stars for reliability as compared to other off road vehicles but there is still that
belt which is the weak point of Polaris. My wife primarily uses it for her beekeeping chores
Everytime I drive the Ranger it smelled like burning belt eventually it started throwing codes and
going into limp mode. I took the Ranger into Weiss Equipment where I purchased the machine
for service and they services the secondary clutch and windsheild. I got the machine back and
its still having the same issues and addition to the issues there is a clacking noise in the front
end. For as much as I have paid for this machine my expectations were way higher! I am
disappointed in the machine we used gators before and never had issues like this! This
machine is used on a large scale farm and due to the many issues it has It spends more time
put away and in service than it should be! Rated 4 out of 5 by Dave93 from Power horse Needed
a work vehicle for the farm. Perfect for what we needed. Only issues we have had is that shifting
can be a pain. You have to shift hard to the gear you want otherwise she slips out. There have
been times when you couldn't go from reverse to low without putting back into low and drive a
half turn on the wheel to get it to go into gear. Leaving in idle there is a loud gear rattle that gets
annoying. We added power tilt bed way worth it , winch, windshield, front brush guard for
starters. Now we must put the in cab gun mount before spring. Build Get Local Price. Menu
Menu. Watch Video. Stay Connected With Ride Command. Capability Redefined. MB Quart
Audio Package. Learn More. Accessorize Your Vehicle. Explore Accessories. Factory Installed
Packages Available. HP Options Burgundy Metallic. View More View Less. Get Local Price.
Options Matte Navy. Explore Gallery. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In.
Shop Accessories. You May Also be Interested In:. The Ultimate Utility Side x Side. The ultimate
in off-road climate control just got better. With features like true-on demand AWD,
industry-exclusive Ride Command, and 2, lbs of towing capacity, you'll have the capability and
strength to overcome any terrain or task. Plan and track your rides, discover new trails, and
work smarter with industry-leading technology. In RANGER Country, we believe hard w
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ork makes you stronger, days are measured by what gets done and the great outdoors is the
best soul cleanser in the world. We rebuilt and reimagined this model year so you could chase
your off-road ambitions. New models, enhanced durability and rider inspired innovations allow
you to connect with the outdoors like never before. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to
footer. The 1 trusted UTV by farmers, ranchers, hunters, and homeowners for more than a
decade. Waterfowl Edition Big Game Edition. Learn More. Maximum Performance and
Capability. Compact and Great Value. Comfortable Seating for Purpose-Built for Extreme
Applications. Get Local Price. Estimate Trade-In. Special Offers. Inventory Search. Cab
Components. Polaris Pro HD Winches. I bought this machine mainly for hunting and making
memories with my daughter! She usually wants to chauffeur me around and I gladly let herâ€¦
always get compliments on it whenever we go riding! Built for you. By riders like you. See all
the News.

